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Timelines and long-
lasting events

Timelines support storytelling 

as a method to organize 

different phases of complex 

events

Media outlets frequently use 

timelines to illustrate stories

Manually building such 

timelines can be very laborious 

and time-consuming



“Timeline summarization (TLS) automatically identifies key dates of major events and provides short descriptions of what 
happened on these dates” (J. Steen, K. Markert 2019).

Timeline summarization
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● Common practices to build 

ground-truths

○ Wikipedia 

■ Timeline pages

○ Timelines manually written by 

journalists

○ Liveblogs

Building a ground-truth for TLS



source: https://mediacloud.org/

Covid-19 media coverage in 2020

Global English sources Portuguese sources



Related work

Avinesh P.V.S., Maxime Peyrard and C. Meyer. “Live Blog Corpus for Summarization.” ArXiv abs/1802.09884 (2018)

Wang, Lucy Lu et al. “CORD-19: The Covid-19 Open Research Dataset.” ArXiv (2020)



Media outlets provide news about an

ongoing event, typically in the form of

frequent short updates and links to

news articles

Liveblogs contain a section that

highlights, in a sentence-based manner,

the most important events during the

day

Liveblogs



Liveblogs

These highlights are defined by

journalists, thus guaranteeing

their quality and credibility, and

form our ground-truth timeline

for that particular date



Liveblogs

Each news outlet will have its own

format but the concept is the same

Manually curated key moments from a

long-lasting event



Goals

● Provide a multilingual news collection ready for timeline summarization

● Follow standards from previous work

● Open source

○ web scraping 

○ preprocessing pipeline

○ baselines

● Encourage further research



TLS-Covid19 corpus

● News stories collected from liveblogs

○ CNN

○ The Guardian

○ Público

○ Observador

● Liveblog

○ daily live coverage

○ set of news stories

○ set of key moments

CNN Covid-19 liveblog (18/03/2021)

EN

PT



Open source

All the scripts to reproduce the 

dataset are publicly available at

https://github.com/LIAAD/tls-covid19

https://github.com/LIAAD/tls-covid19


Corpus structure



Key moments from each date

date 1

content a

content b

------

date 2

content c

content d

------

Corpus structure (timeline)



● Web scraping liveblogs (CNN, The Guardian, Público, Observador)

● Data preprocessing

● Topic selection

○ Entities recognition

○ Keywords extraction

● Topic pruning

○ Requirements for topic validation:

■ must be mentioned in at least 5 key moments

■ occurrences in key moments should not exceed 50% of occurrences in news articles

○ Manual curation

■ inspected all candidates and merged overlapping topics (e.g., “donald trump” with “trump”)

Pipeline



Selected topics 

English liveblog topics 
Portuguese liveblog topics 



Topic categories

30 topics are shared between the two languages



Corpus statistics by language

key moments

Compression helps us understand how
difficult it will be to identify the correct
sentences and dates

news articles



Corpus statistics by news sources

Each source writes between 1 and 2 sentences for
each key moment
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● Experimental setup

○ Tilse framework: toolkit for timeline summarization and evaluation
Martschat, Sebastian and K. Markert. “A Temporally Sensitive Submodularity Framework for Timeline Summarization.” CoNLL (2018).

https://github.com/smartschat/tilse

● Metrics

○ ROUGE (adapted for TLS)
Markert, K. and Sebastian Martschat. “Improving ROUGE for Timeline Summarization.” EACL (2017).

● Methods

○ Random (lower bound)

○ TLS Oracle (upper bound)

Timeline Summarization experiments



ROUGE* as base metric for evaluation

● ROUGE-1

○ unigram overlapping between the 

system and reference summaries

● ROUGE-2

○ bigram overlapping between the 

system and reference summaries

ROUGE does not take into consideration 

temporal aspects

* Lin, Chin-Yew. “ROUGE: A Package For Automatic Evaluation Of Summaries.” ACL 2004



Extending ROUGE to support temporal constraints*

● Concatenation

○ considers all predicted content as one single block of text

○ does not take into consideration correct dates

○ evaluates as a regular multi-document summarization task

● Date agreement

○ for each predicted date, evaluates predicted content against an exact date match in the ground-truth

* Sebastian Martschat and Katja Markert (2017). Improving ROUGE for Timeline Summarization. In Proceedings of the 15th 

Conference of the European Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics, April 2017.



Lower and upper bound baselines

● Random

○ naive baseline model that randomly selects sentences. Its results represent the worst-case 

scenario for a TLS constraints model

● Oracle Upper Bound (TLS Oracle)

○ calculates the best possible ROUGE scores under the input documents and the available 

ground-truth. Aims to estimate the best-case scenario and the best scores an extractive 

summarization method can achieve



Results (English)

The difference between 
random and oracle upper 
bounds shows room for 
improvement



Results (Portuguese)

The difference between 
random and oracle upper 
bounds shows room for 
improvement



Future work

● Extending the corpus as the pandemic evolves

○ more news stories

○ more topics

○ more news sources

○ more languages

● Include new TLS baselines

● Develop applications using the corpus



Applications



Thank you!

Q&A

Scripts to reproduce this dataset are 
publicly available at

https://github.com/LIAAD/tls-covid19

https://github.com/LIAAD/tls-covid19

